
Post-main-sequence evolutionHow does a red giant with a mass of several Solar masses turn intoa white dwarf with M � 0:6 M�?Main considerations:� Envelope of a star with R � 102R� is extremely weakly bound! possibility of shedding mass at a high rate.� Hydrogen and helium burning occurs in shells, which are lessstable to runaway nulcear reactions than core burning. Insta-bilities lead to large periodic changes in the luminosity of thestar.This �nal stage of evolution is thought to be similar for most starswith masses below about 8 M�.
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Homologous contractionConsider a star which is contracting (or expanding) such that thesequence of resulting models are homologous to each other. If thedensity is � and pressure P at some mass shell m, then as before,� / mr3and, P / m2r4where r = r(t) and we have assumed that the change in radius issuÆciently slow that hydrostatic equilibrium remains valid.Measured at a �xed mass shell m, a homologous change in struc-ture implies, _�� = �3 _rr_PP = �4 _rr:For an equation of state, � / P �T�Æ,_�� = � _PP � Æ _TTand, _TT = �4�� 3Æ 0@ _rr1A :2



Stability of central nuclear burningConsider a small sphere of radius rs and mass ms around thecenter of a star in hydrostatic equilibrium. Pressure P at rs is � Pc,density is � �c, where the subscript denotes central values.Now perturb the structure such that the core undergoes a homol-ogous contraction or expansion. We have,dPcPc = 4Æ4�� 3dTcTc :Using the �rst law of thermodynamics, the heat dQ per unit massadded to the central sphere is,dQ = dU + PdVwhich can be written,dQ = cPTc 0@dTcTc �raddPcPc 1A � c�dTc;de�ning the gravothermal speci�c heat c�. In terms of the speci�cheat at constant pressure,c� = cP 0@1�rad 4Æ4�� 31A :In the center of the Sun, the gas is approximately ideal. Thus,� = Æ = 1and, rad = 25:3



We �nd, c� = cP 0@1� 25 � 44� 31A < 0:Same result as before { if we add heat to the core of a star underideal gas conditions, the temperature decreases due to the resultingexpansion. Nuclear reactions are stable under these conditions.Conversely, under degenerate conditions,P / �5=3;ie Æ = 0 and � = 3=5. Obtain,c� > 0justifying the claim that under degenerate (or partially degenerate)conditions nuclear reactions are vulnerable to runaways.For core burning, the helium ash is the manifestation of thisinstability.
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Consider a shell burning geometry,
Shell, thickness D

r0

Assume that the inner radius of the shell r0 is �xed. The mass inthe shell is, m / �r20D:If the shell is perturbed such that D ! D + dD, then usingdm = 0, _�� = � _DD = � rD _rr:If we assume that the mass exterior to the shell behaves homolo-gously, then the previous analysis carries over exactly with replace-ment of factor 3 by factor r=D in equation for change in �.Result becomes,c� = cP 0B@1�rad 4Æ4�� r=D1CA :5



Implications,� As before, for a degenerate gas with Æ ! 0, obtain c� > 0 and re-cover the ash instability. Relevant since there are circumstanceswhere the helium ash may occur in a shell geometry.� Even for an ideal gas, c� > 0 for large values of r=D { ie for thinshells. This is called a pulse instability of the nuclear burning.The pulse instability has a simple physical interpretation. Con-sider a very thin shell. Suppose we make a large perturbation bydoubling its thickness. Then,� The density drops by a factor of two within the shell.� But, the pressure acting on the shell hardly changes, becauser0 + 2D ' r0 +D. The weight of layers above we have to holdup is almost unchanged.� If the pressure does not change, while the density drops, thetemperature must increase. Implies instability.
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On the AGB, when there may be both hydrogen and helium shellburning, this instability can be periodic. eg Iben & Renzini (1993):

Number of pulses increases rapidly for larger masses.7



Final evolutionary stages of stars with M < 8M� are dominatedby loss of the weakly bound envelope. Several stages,� A phase of extremely rapid mass loss _M � 10�5 M�yr�1 whichremoves most of the hydrogen rich envelope (a superwind).� Star shrinks in radius at constant L and increasing Te. Initiallythis phase is obscured by the slowly expanding ejecta (maybe 10{ 20 km/s). A proto-planetary nebula.� Once the star reaches � 104 K, it starts photoionizing the sur-rounding material, producing a visible planetary nebula.� Hot star produces a fast radiatively driven wind.� Eventually, post-AGB star cools to evolve towards �nal whitedwarf state.
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Sample evolutionary tracks from Stanghellini & Renzini (2000):
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Shapes of planetary nebulaeGreat deal of diversity in the morphology of planetary nebulae.

Discussion of how observed morphologies can be explained in egSoker & Livio, ApJ, 339, 268 (1989).
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